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In August, 2015, I published an article on Patently-O entitled “35 USC 289-After Apple v Samsung, Time
for a Better-Crafted Judicial Standard for Awarding “Total Profits.” ii The article appeared before the
Supreme Court granted certiorari in this appeal.iii My use of the word “after” was, thus, a bit premature.
The crafting of a new judicial standard may actually be accomplished over the next several months, as
the Supreme Court considers the damages issue in Apple v. Samsung case later in its current term.
The statutory basis for awarding damages in this case is no “small-change.” 35 USC 289 provides the
design patent holder with the infringer’s “total profits” on the “article of manufacture” to which the
patented design “has been applied”iv. My August article referenced a Patently-O article by Professor
Rantanen that included an analysis of the Federal Circuit’s Apple v Samsung decision and its
ramifications, suggesting that the section 289 damages provision could induce “an explosion of design
patent assertions and lawsuits.”v Indeed, section 289 holds the potential for design patent procurement
and assertion to become the next big “patent assertion entity” business model.
Some commentators have suggested that design patents, being sought and accumulated differently
from utility patents, are not likely to stimulate much PAE interest. Whatever merit in that view, it needs
to be tempered with the realization that greed is the mother of all of this type of business-model
invention. One need only reflect on the fact that more than 1,000 qui tam actions for false marking were
filed by opportunistic plaintiffs following the 2009 Federal Circuit decision in Forest Group, Inc. v. Bon
Tool Co. before such actions were thankfully banished by the “Leahy-Smith America Invents Act.”vi The
prospects for design infringement revenue generation based on the “total profits”-recovery provision in
35 USC 289 could make successful design patent assertion a staggeringly profitable business. The
potential for such an outcome as well as an example of such assertion was referenced in the briefs
relating to the Apple v. Samsung certiorari petitionvii.
The possibility of a surge in design-patent PAE activity is almost certainly one of many reasons why the
Supreme Court granted certiorari—and why it should not squander the opportunity presented in the
Apple v. Samsung appeal to provide a reasoned and principled demarcation between those fact patterns
where a “total profits” remedy is clearly warranted and those where it is not.
In deciding this appeal, the Supreme Court may focus on what constitutes an “article of manufacture”
under section 289. The statute provides a design patent infringer “shall be liable to the [design patent]
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owner to the extent of [the infringer’s] total profit” if the infringer “applies the patented design … to any
article of manufacture.” viii(emphasis added) But, the patented design is not necessarily synonymous
with the article of manufacture itself.
Indeed, for section 289 purposes, an “article of manufacture” has been held to be the entire substrate
to which the patented design is applied. For example, it has been held that a boat becomes the “article
of manufacture” when the patented design is for the windshield applied to the boatix. Other examples of
“articles of manufactures” whose total profits might be subject to a section 289 recovery include (1) a
large agricultural combine, when the patented design is for a tire tread applied to a tire used on the
combine; (2) an automobile, when the patented design is for the automobile’s rear taillights; and (3) an
HDTV, when the patented design is for a semiconductor used in the television.
In my earlier articles, I described such “total profits” recovery scenarios as a problem in need of a
judicial solution. I suggested eliminating access to section 289 “total profits” recoveries in situations
where a consensus exists that a remedy of this type would be entirely unwarranted. My approach
would interpret section 289 as authorizing a total-profits recovery only “if the patented design is
substantially the basis for customer demand for the entire article”.x If it is the basis for consumer
demand, the section 289 total-profits recovery would apply to the article; if not, a recovery of total
profits would not be available for the article.
This approach bears some similarity to the determination of utility patent damages under the entire
market value rulexi. A utility patent on a boat windshield does not allow the value of the boat to be used
as the basis for determining a reasonable royalty absent a demonstration that the windshield was the
basis for the customer demand for the boat.
In addition, the “customer demand” limitation is consistent with the apparent rationale for enacting
section 289 in the first place. Current section 289 and its predecessors replaced a Supreme Court
decisionxii that provided limited damages to design patent owners even where the infringers had applied
the patented design to an article of manufacture in order to create the customer demand for the article
of manufacture. In such a situation, forcing the copyist to turn over its total profits obtained on the
infringing article represents good policy.
However, even under a “customer demand” limitation, section 289 is no timid remedy. It would not
involve any form of “apportionment” of the profits to be awarded to the design patent holder on the
ground that some proportion of the profits might be attributable to non- design patented factors.
Apportionment is not consistent with the Congressional intent when section 289 and its predecessors
were enacted.
Moreover, even if the section 289 remedy is unavailable, the patent owner is not left without the right
to recover damages. All the remedies otherwise available for patent infringement remain, whether or
not a section 289 “total profits” recovery can be secured as long as there is no double recovery of
damagesxiii.

The Apple v. Samsung case is of particular importance because imposing the “customer demand”
standard on section 289 recoveries does not require another act of Congress. The courts are free to
interpret statutes to effectuate the purpose Congress had in enacting them. Under section 289,
Congress did nothing to preclude the courts from determining what qualifies—and does not qualify—as
an “article of manufacture.”
The Federal Circuit sees this judicial flexibility otherwise. It (incorrectly) saw its hands as having been
tied by Congress in Apple v. Samsung, stating: “We are bound by what the statute says, irrespective of
policy arguments that may be against it”xiv. Fortunately, the Supreme Court has the opportunity to see
the situation differently.
The Supreme Court may—and should—see it differently. It can define an “article of manufacture” as
being limited to objects for which the patented design is substantially the basis for customer demand.
Courts have acted similarly in the past to assure that application of a statute will not result in
foreseeable outcomes which are clearly inappropriate and manifestly unintended. The emergence of the
“entire market value” rule is a good example of where the alleged “infringing product” cannot be
reflexively used as the basis for a damages calculation where the “patented invention” is a mere
component or feature of the product and not the product itself.
The Court will have, however, some competing approaches to consider in the course of deciding this
appeal. Another possible approach to interpreting section 289 is the so-called “separate product”
exception. This exception to a section 289 recovery limits the availability of total profits to the smallest
separately sold product to which the patented design is applied. While this exception has the potential
to limit the possibility of some of the ludicrous outcomes noted above, it is no panacea. For example, it
fails to exclude a section 289 recovery where a design patented graphical user interface (GUI) is used in
an electronic device which does not involve a separately sold product. This is a serious deficiency
because of the difficulty in finding any policy rationale for awarding total profits on an electronic device
simply because a design on a GUI used in it is patented.
Apple has, nonetheless, suggested in its responsive brief to “Defendant-Appellants’ Petition for
Rehearing en banc” what amounts to a more generalized rendition of a “separate product” exception:
“As the panel correctly recognized, this distinctive design was not severable from the inner workings of
Samsung’s smartphones, see Op.27-28, in a way that a cupholder is analytically distinct from the overall
look-and-feel of a car.”xv (emphasis added) While “severability” appears to be a more general
“exception” criterion than simply being a “separate” product, the “severability” approach does not
appear to address the deficiency explained above for the “separate product” exception.
If there is a concern with the “customer demand” limitation, it would be whether the limitation is so
broad that it swallows most or all of the “total profits” rule. Indeed, there are many factors which cause
a purchaser to acquire a particular article of manufacture—most notably its functional aspects.
However, to apply the “customer demand” approach, one begins with the customer looking for
something in a product space and then making the specific decision to purchase. Everyday products with
new, ornamental designs such as specially shaped paper clips are a good example.xvi While they have a

known function, they are most likely purchased for their appearance. An option would be to only
consider the ornamental features of a product to determine whether they were substantially the basis
for customer demand, but that may well be too narrow and could lead to a total profit remedy for minor
differences from an ornamental perspective.
The Supreme Court would not have granted certiorari without a sense that its guidance was needed to
properly titrate a powerful damages provision. It can best do so by allowing section 289 to remain a
viable incentive to create and commercialize new designs, but then limiting the articles of manufacture
qualifying for a “total profits” recovery to those where the patented design is substantially the basis for
customer demand for the article of manufacture. Such a holding would secure section 289 as both a
distinguishing and distinguished feature of U.S. design patent law.
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